
Our vacation starts en route 
to our holiday destination
Auxiliary air-conditioning for motorhomes

www.webasto.com
www.webasto-outdoors.com

Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
P.O. Box 1410
82199 Gilching
Germany

For more than 75 years, the Webasto group has continued to set 

new technological standards – in both the original equipment 

sector and the aftermarket. As one of the 100 biggest suppliers 

in the automotive industry worldwide, we develop and produce 

roof, convertible as well as heating, cooling and ventilation  

systems. Our products help provide a better atmosphere on the 

road, more comfort and security, as well as increased efficiency 

for cars, commercial and special vehicles, motor homes and 

boats. An outstanding network of production facilities and  

dealers guarantees high-quality products, installation standards 

and services worldwide.
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The BlueCool Drive 40 – a cool 
product for the entire family

Finally! Your eagerly anticipated summer vacation has 

arrived. Bags, kids, the whole caboodle are packed and 

you’re hitting the road.

The advantages of your BlueCool Drive 40:
�� Consistently cools the entire vehicle while you’re driving
�� Expands your existing vehicle‘s air-conditioning system
�� Although quiet and compact, the system is extremely powerful
�� Low-noise distribution of cooled air
�� Little or no impact on the maximum recommended load (less than 7 kg)
�� Low initial investment
�� Operation via the 12V on-board power supply
�� Webasto automotive technology, proven over many years

A perfect temperature all around

Expand the power of your vehicle’s air-conditioning  

system and make sure that all passengers enjoy the  

journey by feeling relaxed, experiencing pleasant  

temperatures from the very start. 
But when temperatures soar, the trip to your holiday destination can quickly 

become an exhausting one. To combat the oppressive vehicle heat, your 

motorhome’s own air-conditioner must run at full blast. But while the driver 

and front passenger feel like they are in the Antarctic, the cool air barely 

reaches the back of your motorhome. Once the heat builds and is trapped  

in that space, passengers – especially the younger ones – can soon feel 

irritated and tired. 

Comfort and convenience for the whole family 

So, to reduce stress levels during the drive and to ensure that you enjoy  

the journey, Webasto has developed the BlueCool Drive 40 air-conditioning 

system. The kit is integrated into the cooling circuit of the vehicle’s own 

air-conditioning system, which creates a total cooling circuit. So, in a flash, 

you’ve expanded your existing air-conditioner.  

The best thing about it: You arrive at your holiday destination and can 

immediately enjoy a wonderfully cooled motorhome. So you can relax, enjoy 

a restful sleep and revel in that boundless vacation feeling.
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Quality is our tradition

For over a century, Webasto has been setting technology 

standards. With the acquisition of the air-conditioning 

specialist Diavia, Webasto is expanding its specific 

market intelligence and knowledge. That’s why, as is our 

tradition, you get qualitatively high-grade products that 

are installed by our well-trained and certified dealers. 

And our air-conditioning system for motorhomes is 

actually an automotive technology that has been proven 

over many years. 

Tips from the expertHow it works 

Our BlueCool Drive 40 air-conditioner ensures a pleasant interior climate  

during the drive to your vacation. By utilizing a few little tricks before and 

during the drive, you can achieve the maximum benefit from your air-conditioner.  

�� Before you start out on your drive, open the windows to let the  

accumulated heat out of the vehicle
�� To cool down, set your air-conditioner to the highest speed and to air  

circulation mode
�� Keep the windows closed while your air-conditioner is in operation
�� Cool the interior to a temperature difference of no more than 6 °C to the 

exterior air temperature
�� Never direct the air vents towards unclothed body parts or to your face

And last but not least: Stay relaxed, even if the mercury climbs above  

the 35 °C mark. After all, you’re on your well-earned vacation!

Even when it’s parked, keep the  

vehicle at feel-good temperatures.  

And this is how to do it:
�� Avoid direct sunlight
�� Cover glass surfaces
�� Ensure cross-ventilation
�� Keep the roof clean

�� The BlueCool Drive system is an expansion of your 

vehicle’s existing air-conditioner 1  for the rear area  

of the motorhome.
�� The system was especially designed to provide cooling 

while you drive and is operated via the running engine  

of your motorhome. 
�� The BlueCool Drive does this by utilizing the vehicle’s 

own compressor 2  and condenser  3  which are 

already installed in the engine compartment. 
�� Cool air is generated in the additionally installed  

evaporator 4  which, when using a dedicated control 

element, enables the very easy cooling of the rear area of 

the vehicle 5 . 
�� The result: An expanded cool climate circuit, that  

ensures uniform cooling of the entire motorhome.

I want comfort for everyone – 
no matter where they happen 
to be seated in my motorhome. With the BlueCool Drive 40 system by 

Webasto, you are guaranteed to have 

the entire interior space of your vehicle 

cooled during your drive. And all this 

with a minimal weight increase and low  

retrofitting costs. 

Good to know

The only prerequisite for the BlueCool Drive 40 system is a functioning,  

vehicle-own air-conditioning system. Contact a Webasto installation partner  

to select the kit adapted to your vehicle type. 

Do you still have questions?

You will find lots of useful information about the BlueCool Drive 40 system  

on our website and additional information relating to your nearest Webasto 

installation partner, illustrations on the scope of delivery and much more. 


